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BACKGROUND

WGE established in 1995 to mainstream environment
into 1992 GMS Economic Cooperation Program.
Core Environment Program (CEP) established by ADB,
at request of WGE, in Dec. 2004 under a regional TA.
EOC established as functionally autonomous unit,
attached to ADB Thailand Resident Mission, to:

provide secretariat support to WGE, and
facilitate and technically support implementation of CEP.

CEP & BCI Phase I (2006-2011) followed by CEP Phase
II (2012-2016).
Anticipated at the outset that EOC would evolve into a
sustainable institution anchored in a subregional
institutional framework supported by GMS countries.



Overall Purpose:
To (help) mainstream environmental considerations in
the GMS Economic Cooperation Program (by building
sustainability into GMS development programs and
projects).

Role:
To oversee and steer the implementation of the Core
Environment Program, having particular regard to:

Directing and facilitating development and implementation of
subregional environmental projects;
ensuring that environmental issues are properly addressed in
subregional projects in other sectors; and
harmonizing environmental management within the subregion.
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Specific responsibilities of WGE include:
Convene at least once a year during WGE annual
meetings to review environmental performance of the
subregion, identify priority areas of environmental
interventions and submit recommendations to GMS
environment ministers.
Seek directives from environmental ministers and senior
officials on the environmental outlook of the subregion
and future course of actions. For this purpose, facilitate
the convening of Senior Official Meetings and, at least

Meetings.
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Specific responsibilities of WGE (cont.):
Ensure effective engagement and coordination with
other GMS sector working groups and identify
opportunities to mainstream environment. For this
purpose, direct EOC to hold joint working group
meetings with other sector working groups and/ or
participate in other sector working group meetings as
required.
Convene at least twice a year to steer development and
implementation of the Core Environment Program. Sign
joint-resolutions generated by representatives from
respective WGE, countries as required, to steer
development and implementation of the program.
Specific tasks include: ...
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Specific responsibilities of WGE (cont.):
.... Specific tasks include:

direct EOC and CEP implementing partners in the areas of CEP
program/ projects development;
participate in program/ project development consultation
processes and provide inputs as required;
seek approval, endorsement, no-objection from authorized line
agencies for program/ project development and implementation
as required;
direct EOC/ NSUs to develop the annual work plan and budget,
and monitor the progress of the implementation of the program/
projects
review  progress reports on implementation of the program/
projects and direct EOC/ NSUs to take corrective actions as
required; and
represent WGE at national and international forums to showcase
the program and facilitate exchange of learning and experience
as opportune.



Thank you
For further information

www.gms-eoc.com


